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For a long time, academic study of Chuang-Tzu has been concentrated on the 
areas such as Chinese philosophy, aesthetics and literature. However, there is much 
room for the further study from the logic perspective, and the fallacy in the literature 
of Chuang-Tzu is also needed to pay much more attention to. In this context, the 
author takes the fallacies in Chuang-Tzu as the research objects to classify and 
analyze the fallacies in detail. In term of fallacy, this paper combs out the 
Chuang-Tzu’s "Fallacies of relevance " ("Red herring”, "Argument against the 
person”),oChuang-Tzu`s “Fallacies of Weak Induction” ("Slippery slope”, "Weak 
analogy"),oChuang-Tzu’so"Fallacies0ofoAmbiguity”o("Equivocation")oand 
Chuang-Tzu’s"Fallacy of hypothetical " ("Reason of false ", "Reason of expected "). 
Main structure and contents of the paper are showed as follows:  
    In the introduction, Firstly, I will make sure the research objects, emphasis and 
difficulty of this paper.The object of the study is the fallacy in Chuang-Tzu.The key 
point is focused on Chuang-Tzu’s "Fallacy of hypothetical "and "Fallacies of Weak 
Induction".Secondly, some reasons for doing the study and the current situations are 
introduced.Finally, I will make it clear what methods are used and the significance . 
Chapter one mainly discusses Chuang-Tzu’s"Fallacies of relevance " ("Red herring", 
"Argument against the person") First of all, analysis of the differentiation phase and 
Zhuangzi traveled with the debate aboutlogic errors, and evaluation. Then, in this 
paper, the "Red herring"logical fallacy analysis and evaluation, involves text 
is:"Zhuang and Hui debate", "with river hou debate".  
     InoChapteroTwo,theoautherodiscussesoChuang-Tzu’s"FallaciesoofmWeak 
Induction" ("Slippery slope","Weak analogy").First of all, the Chuang-Tzu’s"Weak 
analogy"a detailed inquiry, involves the content of such errors are:"praying mantis 
catching cicada yellowbird behind", "place on the material and material between", 
"Hui Shih won't use big things". Next, Analysis Chuang-Tzu’s"Slippery slope". 
InoChaptermThree,themauthormdiscussesoChuang-Tzu’s"Fallaciesoof 
















     The fourth chapter, the author discusses Chuang-Tzu’s"Fallacy of hypothetical 
"("Reason of false ", "Reason of expected "). "Reason of expected " logic errors 
mainly reflects in: "debate on zhuangzi and cao shang", "Zhuangzi millet in prison 
hou river" and "Luhou with a bird", "Confucius urged YanHui abandon admonish" 
and "Lord ye high consult Confucius"."Reason of false " logic errors mainly reflects 
in: "under the guise of Confucius said to li" and "Zhuangzi millet in river hou". 
The conclusion part review and summarizes the full text. Summing up the core 
argument of this article, summarizes the research significance, and also points out the 
shortcomings of this study.  
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